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NEW LIFESTYLE DOUBLE HUNG WINDOW
Merrill, WI. (September 24, 2013) – Lincoln brings a contemporary feel to the new construction and
remodeling markets with the introduction of the Lifestyle Double Hung window for their Distinction,
Harmony and Traditions Collections. The Lifestyle Double Hung is the combination of style, performance
and affordability that builders and architects have been asking for.
Visually, the Lifestyle DH is clearly designed with aesthetics in mind. Both sash are built using equal glass
and utilize matching stiles and rails for clean sightlines. Recessed flat style jambliners with no visible
weatherstrip, 8° sloped sill and low-profile tilt latches and sash locks help to add to the contemporary
appearance.
The Lifestyle Double Hung doesn’t force you to choose style over substance. This window was designed for
performance and function by utilizing the best components from our other double hung window lines. The
Lifestyle features mortise and tenon sash joinery, inverted block and tackle balances, interlocking and
weatherstripped checkrails and a myriad of energy saving high performance glass options. In addition the
Traditions Collection features cPVC sill and sill nosing, with optional cPVC brickmould, while the Distinction
Collection comes with .050 thick extruded aluminum sash and frame.
Another great facet of the Lifestyle Double Hung is matching transoms and picture windows for clean mulls
and profile continuity. Lincoln has also positioned the Lifestyle Double Hung to fit comfortably into the tight
budgets that today’s builders and architects face on every project. This makes the Lincoln Lifestyle perfect
for your lifestyle. For more information on this exciting new window, go to www.lincolnwindows.com.
Lincoln Wood Products, Inc. has been manufacturing high quality wood windows and patio doors for new construction, remodeling and
light commercial projects for over 60 years. Based in Merrill, Wisconsin, the privately owned company engineers windows and patio
doors for visual appeal as well as outstanding performance and backs it up with exceptional customer service before and after the
sale. Lincoln windows and patio doors are marketed through a network of over 400 independent distributors throughout the U.S. For
more information visit www.lincolnwindows.com or call 800.967.2461.
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